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                                    Bringing people together

                                
                            
                            
                            
                                
                            


                                
                            

                            

                        

                    

                

                
            

        

    




    


        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Self service

                        Create and customise your event booking page, taking full control of your ticket sales and payments online 24/7.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Get paid fast

                        Receive funds daily in advance of your events, and check sales reporting live on your easy view booking dashboard.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        No subscriptions

                        No setup costs, no monthly subscription. We only get paid when you get paid, and free events will always be free!

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Scalable

                        From small-scale events and classes to mud runs and music festivals, with Bookitbee you have room to grow.

                    

                

            

        




        
            
                
                    Bookitbee is an easy self-service online ticketing platform that allows you to sell tickets or take bookings to your events or classes, virtual and in-person.
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                        Free Setup

                        It is absolutely free to set up an event on Bookitbee and totally free for free events. You only pay a small fee if you take money for tickets through the system.
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                        Flexible ticketing

                        There are many options that you can add to your ticket purchasing process, making it perfect for every event. Bookitbee makes event management simple.
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                        Simple to use

                        Bookitbee is simple to use, from setting up an event to making changes and checking in your customers, but if you need support, we are there to help.
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                                Feature Focus: AI-Assist for Event Descriptions
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